
 

28th Ottawa Scouts Winter Packing List  
 

Personal Gear: 
● We expect Scouts to pack their own bags but suggest parents supervise.  
● If you have any questions as to what gear will be needed or if you are missing some gear, please contact 

one of the leaders before the camp.  There is generally equipment available to be lent  
 

Number Item Comments 
1 Sleeping Bag  Temperatures can reach –20º C.  The best solution for winter camping is two 

bags that fit inside each other.  
1 Compression Sacks These bags with tightening straps on the outside will shrink a sleeping bag 

enough to put it inside a backpack. 
1 Backpack Must be large enough to hold all the gear required for a winter camp but able 

to be carried by the scout. 
1 “Therma-Rest” style 

self-inflating mattress or 
blue “Ensolite” foam 

This provides an insulating layer to sleep on.  Blue foam, while providing good 
insulation, is not particularly comfortable.  Traditional air mattresses are 
useless for winter camping as they do not provide an insulating barrier. 

1 Winter Jacket A longer winter jacket is preferable to a shorter one.  Don’t forget the hood. 
1 Snow pants Insulated, if possible 
1 Wool sweater or 

polypropylene fleece  
Wool sweaters or fleece jackets provide a layer that keeps the wearer warm 
even when perspiring.  Cotton sweatshirts are poor for winter camping.  

2 Long sleeved shirts  Synthetic instead of cotton 
2 Short sleeved t-shirts One to be 28th Ottawa T-shirt.  For indoor wear 
1 Neckerchief No need for a woggle.  Keep closed with a reef knot at the end. 
2 Pants  

 
Jeans are a definite no-no for winter camps. Look for something synthetic like 
sports pants or cargo pants.  

2  Undergarments A fresh change for Saturday and Sunday 
1 Sleepwear Cotton is acceptable here.  Long sleeved is best.  Sweatpants can be worn, as 

can a spare pair of long underwear 
1 Long underwear (top 

and bottom) 
Polypropylene, not cotton or cotton/poly.  Merino wool is also excellent, but 
more expensive. 

1 Toque  2 for winter camps.  They are a great way to ensure a good night’s sleep, as 
80% of body heat escapes through the head. 

1 pair Snow mitts Mitts are significantly better than gloves.  A second pair is useful.  
1 pair Lightweight gloves Synthetic or wool.  Used for working outside when dexterity is required but it 

is too cold to work with bare hands. 
1 Scarf or neck warmer For face protection.  Especially important if the jacket does not have an 

insulated hood. 
2 Boots 

 
High winter boots (mid-calf) with a removable inner liner are best (these are 
often referred to as mukluks).  SOREL makes many versions of this boot. 

1 Booties or indoor shoes A CAMP OPEMIKON MANDATORY ITEM.  Insulated “cabin booties” are 
best, as they keep feet warm on a cold floor.  Running shoes can do in a pinch. 

3 pair Socks  No cotton sweat socks.  Polypropylene or wool are best.  
1 Towel A small hand towel.  Microfibre towels give good absorbency for a small size. 
1 Toiletries bag To include toothbrush, toothpaste, floss, small container of antiseptic hand 

cleanser and a very small container of hand cream 
1 Lip protection As sun on the snow is bright, look for products that include SPF sun 

protection. 
1 Ditty Bag (tea towel 

sack with drawstring) 
Used to hold eating utensils  

1 SITUPON This is a lightweight, waterproof pad to sit upon.  The best is an approximately 
40cm X 40cm piece cut from a blue foam sleeping pad. A stadium seat can 
also be used, but is generally more bulky. A DIY option is a couple of sections 
of newspaper shoved into 2 garbage bags and sealed tightly with duct tape 

1 set Eating utensils Knife, fork, spoon, plate, bowl.  Plastic/polycarbonate or Kevlar are the best. 
Metal is the worst.  Mark with name (scratching generally works well) 

1 Insulated mug Can be used to keep hot liquids hot or to prevent cold liquids from freezing 
2 Water bottles Need to be able to carry at least 2 litres.  NALGENE plastic water bottles are 

the preferred option as they are guaranteed leakproof and can be used as hot 
water bottles at night.  

1 Headlamp  Headlamps are preferred to flashlights because they allow hands-free work. 
Mark with name. Pack on the outside of the backpack for easy access when 
arriving at camp after dark 

1 Whistle Used for emergencies.  Clip to jacket zipper pull or daypack 
1 Waterproof match 

container 
Filled with Red Bird matches and a cut up piece of an emery nail file to use as 
a striking surface.  Mark name on container bottom with permanent marker  

Several Extra plastic bags  
 

Packing gear in plastic bags ensures it stays dry and allows it to be found more 
easily in the backpack. 

1 Swiss Army Knife 
 

Only permissible once scout has obtained a knife permit through the troop. 
Attaching  a rope lanyard lets it be found easily if dropped in the snow. 

1 Camera Optional 



 

1 Sunglasses Optional 
0 Electronic items Leave your iPod and phone at home 


